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About This Game

The conclusive episode in this visual novel trilogy is set in the far future on the moon, 16 years after humans have begun to
colonize it. Will Hal's dream be realized? It's been 8 years since the events of episode.01 and his dream is still to stand where no
man has stood before, and in order to do so he still needs a ludicrous amount of capital. With the economics of lunar city going

out of control what is going to happen next?

From the author of Spice and Wolf, Isuna Hasekura, comes WORLD END ECONOMiCA episode.03. The opening video
features music by Kishida Kyoudan & The Akeboshi Rockets, known for the opening songs for High School of the Dead, Strike

the Blood, and GATE!
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OS: Windows XP
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This is my first review of a Steam Product, so bear with me.

The Network Southeast Class 47 is one of my favourite add-on's for Train Simulator. The horn & engine sounds are fantastic,
the paintwork is wonderful (as it was on real engines and rolling-stock formally owned by Network Southeast) & the scenarios
are challenging (all 'Career' Mode though - I would've liked some 'Standard' Scenarios too). But the price is the reason I suggest
you go for this - \u00a32.99 for 3 scenarios, the loco in two variants of liveries and MK2 NSE Coaches. I highly recommend
this, especially for those who are just stepping into purchasing DLC for Train Simulator.. With the hours I played I can honestly
say...I'm bored. It's a clicker game, but I feel the game could be a bit more fleshed out. The tokens you get after ascending
should increase and not stay the same, So far the amount of tokens I get is about 80-100 making it a bit too hard to go higher
than Wave 15. This isn't really your average clicker game and it is a bit too hard for most people's liking. I can't recommend this
to beginners not unless you have an auto clicker in place (which I don't btw, but wish I did) I really can say the free clicker
games on steam are so much better than these clicker games you have to pay for.

Update: I guess the dev doesn't want to update this game any further than it already is to make it a bit easier to play. My
recommendation is therefore towards the negative (not recommending). Sorry devs you tried but, those of us who are conisuers
of clicker games know that there are better clicker games out on steam and most of them are free and have more content and
depth to them than this.

Stick with Clicker Heroes, Adcap, Idling to rule the gods and some of the other free ones. You can't go wrong when it's free.
(Can't wait to get someone arguing\/yelling at me for the last sentence I wrote...prove me wrong then...). I've been watching this
game since it opened up for sale on steam when it initially opened up for purchase. It has turned into a complete and utter
failure.

This game is not coming out. Do not spend your money on it, you are throwing it into a black hole.

It should not even be allowed to remain on steam. Buyer BEWARE.. 10\/10, its showing its age but for the price as Furry said
for the price of a drink and a butty.. First coming across this game in the store, i thought, "Wow, $6.99? What a steal!"
However, after launching the game, im fairly certain that i may have picked up a couple of viruses just from installing. From
launch, my CPU temps exceeded 450K and my frame rate somehow dropped into the negatives. After reviewing the author on
google, i saw that he previously worked for Treyarch and that is incomparable to this work. Please, i beg of you, please don't
download this game and please dont hire this man. My dissapointment is immesurable, and my day is ruined.

{LINK
REMOVED}
https:\/\/www.google.com\/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiqhOWG2dneAhUHzlMKHWlpD
2MQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D17KmNrG9pE4&psig=AOvVaw08VgN
YSbH7PNhxcgzLlfvd&ust=1542484596744583

To conclude, just dont download this game, your CPU will literally blow the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up and you will get
clinical depression. I would rather get Syphillis than play this again.
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A good game for fans of sophisticated platformers.. It's a mediocre sports game that only plays online... and there's nobody
online to play it with.

Hang around all day and you won't find a full server. Thanks to its unlock system, when you do find an opponent you'll be
playing at a horrible disadvantage until you also get all the unlocks - but there's pretty much no incentive to take the punishment
until then.

A complete waste of money.. TLDR: This game is of the "so bad its good" variety, You can play this game for free on the
internet, the locked story mode and season mode are not worth fussing over. I personally like the game, but I cannot
recommened it for people to purchase.

Ok, sit back and grab some drinks, this is gonna be a long one.

Along time ago on the interwebs, Josh Tam made a 2D flash fighting game called Final Slam. It is a low end run of the mill
fighting game you would play during school lunch period or a coffee break at the office if you have nothing else to do and just
want to kill time. If you played one flash fighter, you played them all. The original Final Slam is no different, being a
newgrounds circle jerk and discount 2 button tekken type of fighting game (no fatalities mind you, just the fighting system in
general).

So why am I telling you this?

Well Final Slam 2 is the sequel to the original Final Slam. It is the same game but on a much grander scale with improved
graphics, soundtrack, gameplay, and deviates from the special guest cameos and opts for its own universe.

Is it a good game? Well... no not necesarily. Its not good, but then again its not terrible or awful, just not good.

And you do not have to pay money for this in the first place, because you can find and play the same game in a browser for
FREE. Thats right, this is a free flash game, being sold in the guise of a "Gold Edition" which... is pretty much the same game
with the exception of allowing to play the main story mode (which is the same type of deal as the prologue story that is available
for free, just with more characters to play around with) and participate in a "career mode" where you can choose a character or
create one yourself and fight to go up in rank and win championships.

The gameplay is improved from the orginal title, I could summarize it as a 2-dimensional and 2 button tekken style fighter. You
move from left and right on a 2d plane, you can jump or crouch, and you use the punch and kick buttons to deliver basic
attacks, using the arrow keys for alternate attacks respectively, you move backward or crouch to block when the opponent
attacks you, and you have a grab button where you can perform a wrestling move. Special moves can be utilized through input
combinations (such as the famous down, forward, punch for a fireball). You fight the computer opponent until either its health
bar runs out or yours do. Pretty standard run of the mill fighting game mechanics.

But in no way is this a deeply crafted fighter with unique characters and playstyles, quite the opposite. In fact Final Slam 2 has
what I would like to call a "cookie cutter" roster. Take a generic model, add visual bells, whistles, and color pallets, and decide
the types of animations they woudl use for their attacks. Do this about.. 30 more times with different variations and you have
the roster of Final Slam. Hell you can probably make an exact copy of a character if you want to (have not actually done or
tested it but given how the character creator is built, I bet it is very possible). But with the way character creation is set up, you
have alot of oppurtunities increase the generic mass produced roster even further with your own generic as hell characters with
pretty colors. Even the game itself admits this as each character you create provides a special code which is a set of algorithms
which you can write down on a piece of paper, and input the code on another computer to play as that character, or share it with
a friend so they can play the character you made. Its just as exciting as it sounds. (its not exciting).

There are 2 story modes, one is a prologue and the other is the locked main story exclusive to the gold edition. It is nothing to
write home about honestly, you play a set number of characters, fighting in matches against specific opponents, with character
portraits and text dialogue among the background stage placed in between the fights to give the player context of what is
happening in the "story". You can finish it in 2 hours or less depending on how well you do against the AI.
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The other mode is a career mode, called Final Slam mode (cough). Think of it as a season mode that you would play in those old
WWE wrestling games where you pick a character, fight in matches, climb the rankings, win titles, and defend said titles. Thats
pretty much it. If your good enough against the AI (or make a incredibly cheap character) you can also "finish" the mode and
win all 3 championships in 2 hours or less.

Fun fact: I used the game's default custom character Denver Sloan, and took his generic butt on a journey to wear all three belts
at the same time. It was enjoyable for a bit. Then I got bored.

The only other form of gameplay is the versus mode. It is exactly what it says on the time. You can choose anyone to fight
anyone in any stage. Is there online? Hell no. The only way you can play with another person is to share a keyboard. Remember
this is a flash game.... that you can play for free... in a browser.... without paying money.....at all.

So in summary, Final Slam 2 is a run of the mill flash game fighter being sold on steam that you can play free of charge on the
internet.

Now, I have told you all the bad stuff and complaints I had to say about this game. This is a bad game, no doubt about it.

But......

This is a bad game that I actually like.

This may come as a shock to you, but I respect this developer not for what he did, but what he made.

Josh Tam had a vision with Final Slam 2, you can tell instantly from the dynamic anime-esque intro that alot of effort and love
was put into this game. It shows through that intro and the game in general. Josh Tam wanted to make a martial arts
fantasy\/science fiction series with lots of content that would pique the interest of martial arts enthusiasts (like myself).

The game prides itself in showcasing the many fighting styles of Kung Fu, Karate, Taekwondo, Boxing, Brawling, and
Wrestling. Especially the wrestling, I was astonished to find how many possible Pro Wrestling moves you can choose from for a
created character.

The story is incredibly ridiculous, its the typical save the world sthick and defeat the evil villain who is after real ultimate power
with magic, sci fi, and superhero stuff. But so much effort was put into it, despite being cookie cutter create a fighters, being
actually well crafted enough to be distinctive. Final Slam 2 has recieved so much love and care in how to present its self and its
cookie cutter roster, that for a good while I fell into the supension of disbelief and actually believed I was playing an All
American martial arts hero fighting a big purple demon with a beer gut the size of a medicine ball in a pro wrestling ring. You
cannot take this seriously, and you shouldnt in the first place.

I cannot recommend this game for people to buy on steam, but I can applaud the love and effort Josh Tam put into what he tried
to create. With the artwork I have seen, especially the animated intro, I believe Josh Tam should just make Final Slam into a
animated flash cartoon series instead of a game. Theres serious potential in that concept, but that potential is completely blocked
and hindered by it being a mediocre flash game.

Thats the end of my review, if you made it this far then I hope you use this information to make an informed decision about
deciding to actually purchase this product.

Good luck to you Josh Tam in your future projects, peace.

. Bad Dream: Coma is the finale to the Bad Dream series made by the creator of the free Bad Dream series from Gamejolt. Bad
Dream is a series of point and click puzzle games in a sepia toned art style that looks like hand sketches on a notepad. This final
installation is more in depth in terms of art style, mechanics, and story. It is a lot longer than the previous games and it has a lot
of interesting characters and even more puzzles. Depending on what you interact with, you can change the objective and mood
of the game and its ending.. Very cool. Can't wait for future updates.. When they say "Challenge" maps, they arent kidding.
fairly standard rpg in that you can be a caster or a hunter with range weapons, and a hack and slash guy. the quest are fun and it
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is adictive, the monsters look good also, has a weird areana fighting quest to do that are not really worth doing but still overall a
good game.. So, Let\u2019s cut to the chase.
Heroes of Might and Magic II Clone.
OR
Kings Bounty Clone.
Who Cares? Good Games should be replicated.

Now that\u2019s out of the way...
A Review is in Order.
I've actually managed to beat the game.
^ That doesn't sound like much, but holy hell is it hard.
(But they added things for players to use to essentially cheat)
PPS - Thanks for Adding those. Made re-runs easier.

__________________________________
__________________________________
The Bad:
***
The game is buggy as all crap, crashes all the time, numerous problems.
That being said the Dev\/s are actually working to fix it...
(Most have been fixed)
***
NPC Monsters around the world get too strong too quickly, so if you explore your going to have a bad time later.
***
Replay-ability drowns itself.
See, the problem is that the map never changes...
...this makes your next run faster and more efficient picking and choosing what you want.
However this also means nothing really changes. Once you've worked out a killer strategy, you'll never deviate from it.
But I must say to lighten this negative point; I did restart the game 5 times to keep playing through
- Learning from each time I restarted.
So it does have some replay-Ability, just not a lot of it.
***
No Tutorials (Explore the UI yourself to work everything out)
Took me two runs through this game before I realized that I could cast spells. (Perhaps its just me?)
AKA
Steep learning curve.
***
Lack of Innovation, it\u2019s all been done before.
But it\u2019s taken the good that It could and it\u2019s trying to remake itself with all the good stuff.
***
Hero movement can be a bit wonky, if you accidently click and try click elsewhere to go in a different direction it feels like a
80-20% swing that it will actually stop moving so you can change the pathing.
***
Lack of Options... you literally can't put this game into windowed mode with any ease.
Its a very basic options screen.
***
Can't name saved games, hard to work out which save you want to load up some times.
***
Backtracking \/ Exploring is punished, creatures across the ENTIRE MAP get stronger the longer the game progresses...
So while it won\u2019t affect you immediately it kicks the gears up later in the game. By quite a lot...
(Yes I said this already - It\u2019s the biggest problem with the game, so it gets two entries!)
((Also Ghosts Overpowered)).

__________________________________
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__________________________________
The Good:
***
The game Auto-Saves CONSTANTLY which is brilliant. Before Combat - Start of Turn Etc.
Auto-Save is brilliantly set up.
***
Crapload of Main Story quests AND Side Quests.
***
Combat is solid, very few bugs inside combat.
***
Variety of monsters you can have is insane. It has easily 100+ different monsters in the world. All of which you can recruit in
some way or form.
Orcs, Humans, Elves, Undead, Misc, Etc.
***
Very challenging, this game will be no cake walk even on the easy difficulty.
***
Large freaken map... Like seriously its huge.
***
Dev's are actually willing to help you if you try talk to them... (Go Figure?!).
They're constantly spoiling walkthroughs \/ secret locations.
***
The Art style is nostalgic, it\u2019s not fancy smancy graphics its old school art (Retro) and it simply works.
This game looks amazing in its own style.
(Even though it\u2019s supposed to be ((Royal Bounty HD)) -? <--- Lol What... What HD??!)
Perhaps revamped would be a more appropriate word.
***
Fun and Interesting Story.
***
Multiple Endings.

__________________________________
__________________________________
Extra Cliff Notes:
It's a $5 Game, for this price tag it\u2019s more than worth its value.
Anyone who tells you to refund this game... is simply is a cheapskate.
For $5 you are almost assured to get your time and fun out of this game.
(Assuming you actually ENJOY Turn Based Games)

Do NOT go into this game expecting ANOTHER GAME.
This game IS NOT titled:
- Might and Magic 2 HD
Or
- Kings Bounty HD
The main argument people are lodging at this game is that its not these games...
This is an absolutely stupid argument.
(Nearly 80% of the Negative reviews are using this argument as the core argument they are putting forth)
(^ Of the day I made this review)

__________________________________
__________________________________
My PERSONAL Views.
I actually quite enjoyed my time with this game.
Its $5 and I managed over 10 hours in it, so its doing something right. I rarely get 10 hours from $20 games.
I ran around and tried to full clear everything.
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But I\u2019m well aware of a ton of things I've missed, just don't know how to get to them -.-
Also Necromancers Ring <-- How do I get Necromancy? WTF?!

However as many people have noted, The NPC armies around the world need to increase at a far lower rate.
They get stupidly powerful - stupidly quickly.
The player is supposed to be the unstoppable force, not the NPC's around the world.

I went into this game not knowing what Royal Bounty was and I had no prior bias in any direction.
It was $5 and I picked it up, cause why not? - $5.

All this said, I still would rate this game at a 7 \/ 10.
Fun with lots of potential.
As more things get balanced and fixed I can see this game becoming truly amazing.

- Wolvie
Remember Kiddies Dare2Game.
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